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Abstract 
Intra-party JURXSVLQIOXHQFHSDUWLHV¶SROLF\SULRULWLHVHowever, scholars have yet to map the 
pathways with the greatest impact. We argue that party congresses serve as venues for decision-
making, allowing speeches and motions to support differing priorities. Considering SDUWLHV¶internal 
process, we propose that deliberations and alternate motions independently affect resulting policy 
statements. We examine this perspective focusing on meetings of the French Socialist Party. We use 
Structural Topic Models to analyze the issues included in 74 motions, 1439 speeches and 9 
manifestos from congresses held between 1969 and 2015 to evaluate whether factional motions or 
individual speeches better reflect the content of manifestos and to assess the internal agenda-setting 
process. RHVXOWV VXJJHVW WKDW PRWLRQV EHWWHU SUHGLFW WKH FRQWHQW RI SDUWLHV¶ PDQLIHVWRV +RZHYHU
when focusing solely on majority faction, we find that both motions and speeches predict 
PDQLIHVWRV¶ FRQWHQWV 7KLV supports a theory of intra-party decision-making and factional 
dominance. 
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1. Introduction 
3DUWLHV¶HOHFWLRQSODWIRUPVDQGFDPSDLJQPDWHULDOVFRQWDLQDSSHDOVWRSRWHQWLDOvoters while 
also managing the tricky task of maintaining policy support from an intra-party policy coalition. 
Scholars find that consequently, the content of these materials appeals to multiple audiences 
including both economic and valence issues (Greene 2016). Although scholars have developed 
impressive and nuanced theories on the electoral incentives parties face in constructing their 
electoral platforms, questions remain over the ways in which intra-party groups influence the 
SDUWLHV¶SROLF\VWDWHPHQWV. How does the party select its policy priorities from the distribution of 
goals expressed within? Do party members and groups have multiple tools for influencing the 
SDUW\¶VEURDGSROLF\JRDOV" 
Furthermore, despite the existence of internal deliberative bodies, most literature on intra-
party politics has over-looked potential agenda-setting1 dynamics inside the party. Little attention 
has been devoted to explore how internal debates involving majority and minority factions, 
individual politicians, or party leaders affect the salience of policy issues expressed in electoral 
manifestos. To overcome these limitations, we seek to integrate a theory of internal agenda-setting 
to explain the effect of intra-JURXSGHOLEHUDWLRQDQGSURSRVDOVRQSDUWLHV¶SROLF\VWDWHPHQWV 
Connecting studies of party competition to intra-party politics, we propose that SDUWLHV¶
election manifestos reflect a diversity of intra-party goals, and inclusively incorporate the stakes of 
WKHSDUW\¶VIDFWLRQV+RZHYHUSDUW\OHDGHUVFDQSULRULWL]HHOHFWRUDOFRQFHUQVE\H[SORLWLQJDJHQGD-
setting powers. These procedures, like their influence on parliamentary party debates, are 
particularly effective in constraining the content of speeches delivered by members of the majority 
factions. Following this perspective, we explore the issues important to intra-party actors and 
factions by DQDO\]LQJWKHGHEDWHVKHOGDWSDUW\QDWLRQDOPHHWLQJVLH³SDUW\FRQJUHVVHV´,QGHHG, 
SDUW\IDFWLRQVDQGPHPEHUVH[SUHVVGLIIHULQJYLHZSRLQWVRYHUWKHSDUW\¶VHOHFWRUDODQGSROLF\
strategies at party national meetings as part of an internal representative and deliberative process. 
Although MPs and party leaders likely have substantial influence over the content of their 
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manifestos, official rules often signify the party congress as the ultimate authority required for 
approval.  
We propose that the debateVH[SUHVVHGDQGWKHPRWLRQVVXEPLWWHGDWSDUWLHV¶QDWLRQDO
PHHWLQJVUHODWHGLIIHUHQWO\WRSDUWLHV¶HOHFWLRQSODWIRUPVDOWKRXJKWKHWZRVRXUFHVOLNHO\H[KLELW
some similarities): TKHFRQWHQWRIPHPEHUV¶VSHHFKHVDWWKHVHPHHWLQJVLVOLNHO\OHVVFRQVWUDLQHG 
WKDQWKHFRQWHQWRIIDFWLRQV¶PRWLRQV:KHUHDVVSHHFKHVOLNHO\UHIOHFWWKHGLVWLQFWJRDOVRI
politicians, intra-party groups and even geographically centered interests, motions go through a 
central screening, or agenda-setting process in which current party and factional leaders constrain 
the content of motions to balance intra-party and electoral goals. Accordingly, we predict that the 
SULPDU\FRQWHQWRIPRWLRQVPRUHFORVHO\SUHGLFWVWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRISDUWLHV¶PDQLIHVWRVWKDQWKH
content of speeches at these meetings. Notwithstanding differences between motions and speeches, 
ZHH[SHFWWKDWWKHOHDGHUVKLS¶VDJHQGD-setting powers lead both speeches and motions from the 
SDUW\¶VPDMRULW\IDFWLRQWRH[KLELWVWURQJHUUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKPDQLIHVWRV The dominant faction can 
in fact exert greater influence on the internal agenda-setting process and its priorities, as expressed 
WKURXJKPRWLRQVDQGVSHHFKHVVKRXOGEHWWHUUHSUHVHQWWKHSDUW\OHDGHUVKLS¶VJRDOVWKDWZLOO
ultimately be reflected in the party manifesto. 
To assess our hypotheses, we focus on the French Socialist Party (PS) and we create a new 
data set containing 74 motions, 1439 speeches and 9 manifestos from party congresses held 
between 1969 and 2015, thus mapping the intra-party structure from near to its creation to its recent 
breakdown (Clift and McDaniel 2017). The PS, like many other parties in France, Italy or Japan, is 
a highly factionalized party composed of several intra-party sub-groups, therefore it represents a 
challenging test of our hypotheses as high levels of intra-party disunity should make it difficult for 
party leaders and factional leaders to exercise strong agenda control on the motions presented at the 
party meetings. In the case of limited agenda control, the relationship that speeches and motions 
VKDUHZLWKWKHUHVXOWLQJPDQLIHVWRVZRXOGEHVLPLODUUHJDUGOHVVRIWKHVSHDNHU¶VRUPRWLRQZULWHU¶V
factional status. Given the large and extensive amount of textual content from these sources, we use 
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unsupervised automated Structural Topic Models (Roberts et al. 2013) to measure the policy 
priorities expressed in motions, speeches and manifestos. The results suggest that motions generally 
EHWWHUSUHGLFWWKHLVVXHFRQWHQWRISDUWLHV¶manifestos. However, majority faction priorities derived 
IURPERWKPRWLRQVDQGVSHHFKHVVWURQJO\SUHGLFWPDQLIHVWRV¶FRQWHQWV 
 
 
Intra-Party Politics and Party Congresses 
 
 Scholars often claim that election manifestos balance goals of attracting voters and 
mobilizing intra-party groups. As elite driven documents, substantial literature links election 
manifestos and campaigns to strategic electoral goals (Downs 1957; Adams 1999; Somer-Topcu 
2017$WOHDVWIRUPDOO\SDUWLHV¶UXOHVRIWHQSURYLGHLQWUD-party organs with opportunities to 
influence and perhaps even veto proposed election manifestos. In the French PS, for example, the 
party invites proposals on specific issues from its broader membership and as full motions from 
organized factions prior to a meHWLQJRIWKHSDUW\¶VQDWLRQDOFRQJUHVV0HPEHUVRIDSDUW\
committee (selected by the party leader) are then charged with organizing the proposals into a 
coherent set of motions or alternatives that, at least in principle, take into account the different 
political and ideological views existing within the party. During the congress, a number of 
prominent politicians that represent each faction take the floor to express their personal viewpoints 
often in support of the priorities in their most preferred motiRQ$WSRLQWVLQWKHSDUW\¶VKLVWRU\WKH
PRWLRQVWKDWUHVXOWHGIURPWKLVLQWHUQDOSURFHVVZHUHGLUHFWO\FRQQHFWHGWRFDQGLGDWHVIRUWKHSDUW\¶V
leadership. Ultimately, the motions and leadership candidates are voted on at a meeting of the 
SDUW\¶VQDWLRQDO congress (Bergounioux and Grunberg 2005). With some variation, this process is 
similar to parties elsewhere (Gauja 2013), although the extent of intra-party participation varies 
across parties and over-time within them.  
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Countless examples illustrate instances in which parties are internally divided. Just to give 
an idea, in France also the center-right UMP was highly divided; six factions competed in the 2012 
UMP congress and two candidates fiercely fought for the party leadership in an extremely tight race 
that generated internal strife lasting for months after until a new party congress was held to appease 
the competing factions. In this regard, party congresses present an opportunity for intra-party 
groups to express their goals and to build coalitions to support differing policy priorities at a fairly 
early stage prior to elections. At times, intra-party groups can reach an agreement due to consensual 
bargaining and compromise, strategic agenda setting, or loyalty and enforced discipline. 
While internal IDFWLRQVRSHQO\FRPSHWHIRUPHPEHUV¶VXSSRUWWKHH[LVWLQJOHDGHUVKLSVHHNV
to settle internal disputes by reaching compromises that satisfy the greatest share of activists. 
Indeed, party competition creates pressure to display cohesion in the eyes of voters as unity may 
HQKDQFHDSDUW\¶VHOHFWRUDOIRUWXQHwhereas the public appearance of internal disagreement during 
DQHOHFWLRQFDPSDLJQOLNHO\KROGVQHJDWLYHLPSDFWVRQWKHSDUW\¶VHOHFWRUDOVXFFHVV (Greene and 
Haber 2015). Accordingly, members that support contrasting views about the party line and strategy 
should use contexts such as party congresses to resolve internal disagreements before parties 
express their positions through public documents such as party manifestos.  This logic implies that 
apparent party unity from election campaigns and parliamentary behavior mask real internal 
divisions. This balance of factional deliberation and leader negotiation implies that party congresses 
serve as a deliberative body. Like other deliberative bodies the rules and processes governing 
decisions play a prominent role. 
In particular, party congresses provide at least three opportunities for members to affect the 
SDUW\¶VSULRULWLHV)LUVWPHPEHUVYRWHIRUWKHSDUW\OHDGHUVKLSDQGWRDGRSWVSHFLILFFRPPLWPHQWV
Second, they draft and mobilize support for factional motions, which are comprehensive policy 
documents issued by factions that presents alternative ideological views (Giannetti and Laver 
2009). Third, activists and prominent politicians can take the floor and deliver speeches that express 
SHUVRQDORSLQLRQVRUUHSRUWWKHLUSDUW\IDFWLRQ¶VSULRULW\DQd persuade the audience.   
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Consequently, scholars have begun to evaluate intra-party ideological heterogeneity through 
parliamentary speeches (Bäck and Debus 2016; Bernauer and Braüninger 2009; Proksch and Slapin 
2015), debates at party conferences (Greene and Haber 2016, 2017) and documents drafted by intra-
party subgroups (Ceron 2015a; Giannetti and Laver 2009). These studies show that, at least from a 
left-right perspective, the positions expressed inside the party are informative of the actual party 
positions as expressed on external sources. For instance, Bernauer and Braüninger (2009: 399) 
VKRZWKDW³IDFWLRQDOLVPPDQLIHVWVLWVHOILQREVHUYDEOHLQWUD-party preference heteroJHQHLW\«´XVLQJ
analyzed parliamentary speeches released in the 15th German Bundestag. These studies largely 
focused attention on broad ideological left-right positions that exist inside the party. Yet, intra-party 
debates also potentially reveal useful information about differing issue priorities between MPs, 
members and leaders of the same party. Furthermore, existing research has yet to directly explore 
the potential impact of OHDGHUV¶SURFHGXUDOagenda-setting power on the content of intra-party 
debates, motions or even manifesto creation process.  
TKHVDOLHQFHRILVVXHVDQGWKHLULPSDFWRQSDUWLHV¶SROLF\PHVVDJHVKDVEHHQXQGHUVWXGLHG in 
this context. This is an important omission as theories of issue competition and issue focused 
theories of policy-maNLQJRIWHQFRQWLQXHWRWUHDWSDUWLHV¶SROLF\PHVVDJHVDVGHYRLGRILQWUD-party 
content (Greene 2016; Hellwig 2012; Petrocik 1996; van Heck 2018), although some scholars have 
offered factional based explanations for the rise to prominence of specific issues within parties 
(Meguid 2008; Spoon 2011; Harmel et al. 2018). From this perspective, the existence of agenda-
setting powers inside the party has been overlooked. To the contrary, party leaders (and the party 
leadership at large), as well as factional OHDGHUVRIPLQRULW\IDFWLRQVH[HUWLQIOXHQFHRQWKHSDUW\¶V
agenda in many ways. For example, leaders exploit not only direct voting procedures (Bergounioux 
and Grunberg 2005), but they also constrain the content of factional motions presented and 
discussed at the party congress, and by selecting the speakers allowed to take the floor during such 
party meetings (Greene and Sajuria 2017). 
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Setting the intra-party agenda: Speeches versus motions 
 
The party congress provides diverse intra-party interests with the context to engage in 
GLYHUVHGHOLEHUDWLRQRYHUWKHSDUW\¶VGLUHFWLRQDQGSURPLQHQWO\RYHUWKHSDUW\¶VSULRULWLHVWKURXJK
their (oral) debates, while offering the opportunity for the leadership to show support for a single 
policy compromise in the winning (written) motion. Both speeches and motions therefore reflect the 
latent priorities of individuals and factions within the parties and should reflect the ultimate policy 
FRPSURPLVHVHPEHGGHGLQSDUWLHV¶HOHFWLRQPDQLIHVWRV)ROORZLQJWKLVORJLFZHHxpect that oral 
VSHHFKHVDQGZULWWHQPRWLRQVSUHGLFWWKHVDOLHQFHRILVVXHVUHSRUWHGLQSDUWLHV¶PDQLIHVWRVDQGVKHG
light on intra-party dynamics.  
The underlying processes leading to speeches and motions, however, likely means that they 
contain differing content, although their intra-party roots imply similarities both based on the 
procedural rules and latent ideological goals. From a procedural perspective, for example, we find a 
strong correlation (r = 0.96) between the share of speech time allocated to speakers of the different 
factions of the PS and the relative size of each faction. Procedurally, motions should also reflect the 
distribution of factional goals as each major faction usually submits a distinct motion.  
From an ideological perspective, party members likely join factions or internal subgroups 
for policy reasons. Preliminary studies seem to attest to a certain degree of similarity in the content 
of speeches and motions that would imply little procedural differences in the constraints imposed. 
For instance, in a case study concerning factional membership within the Italian Democrats of the 
Left (DS), Giannetti and Laver (2009) found that positions of members as expressed through their 
VSHHFKHVFORVHO\PLUURUHGWKHSRVLWLRQVH[SUHVVHGWKURXJKWKHLUIDFWLRQ¶VPRWLRQ 
 However, there are good reasons to expect differences between the content of congress 
speeches and motions.  In particular, whereas motions must often be submitted by organized groups 
and therefore incur some agenda-setting process, content of speeches seems to be fairly 
unconstrained by the leadership. Although these two types of texts come from the same internal 
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debate (the congress), political speeches often contain more personal references and priorities than 
written motions (Poole and Field 1976). For example, backbenchers, in many cases, are allowed to 
take the floor and use the context to advocate for distinct policy goals. In addition, the speaker 
knows that she will address a real audience, which can even travel outside the border of the party 
congress arena through the media¶V coverage, particularly after the 1980s.2   
Unlike speeches, motions must be submitted through a fairly formal process. This process is 
exacerbated by the nature and structure of oral or written communication (Ceron 2015b; Poole and 
Field 1976; Staton 1982). Motions, prior to the party congress, already reflect a collective 
deliberation involving multiple authors. This implies that not only will motions make greater use of 
precise and direct language, but are also more organized than oral speeches as the authors 
deliberately choose the most appropriate words WRUHIOHFWWKHIDFWLRQ¶VLQWHUQDOFRPSURmises and 
strategy. Accordingly, motions are more likely to face deeper scrutiny from factional leaders 
(Dewan and Squintani 2016) that transforms them into a thoughtfully, articulate and precise policy 
compromise, whereas the content of speeches remains more unconstrained in terms of contents.  
Conversely, speeches also contain more spontaneous and impulsive statements and might be 
subjected to peculiar rules of speech. For example, speakers often run up against time limitations 
imposed by the congress President. In these contexts, speakers must condense their broader, more 
extensive comments to a much shorter and restrained set of statements. 
Based on this discussion, we argue that procedural differences between spoken and written 
expressions of preference can wield implication on intra-party debates, particularly, in terms of their 
ability to set the party agenda. Both documents relate to internal debates with a common audience, 
composed of party members and activists. While, on the whole, we expect that the ideological 
leaning of intra-party debates relates to WKHSDUW\¶VLGHRORJLFDOSRVLWLRQH[SUHVVHGLQHOHFWRUDO
manifestos, the actual content can vary substantially across issues. 
Individual speakers face incentives to use the floor to express differences in priorities with 
WKHSDUW\¶VOHDGHUVKLS)URPWKLVSHUVSHFWLYHGHVSLWHOLPLWHGDFFHVVWRWKHIORRUIRUOHVVNQRZQSDUW\
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members and activists at many party meetings, a set allocation of speaking time to diverse intra-
party groups would likely provide the space for individuals to outline their personal priorities, 
which can be focused on peculiar (national or local) issues. As such, individual speeches might 
emphasize more disparate concerns and complaints, which did not find an explicit place in any 
factional motion and will be consequently disregarded by the party leadership when drafting the 
final manifesto. Following this perspective, we argue that speeches are less affected by structured 
agenda-setting concerns and can be used to signal topics that were left out from more formalized 
debate and motions.  
Although motions may reflect greater intra-party leader screening, their carefully negotiated 
and crafted priorities are likely aimed to attract the largest possible policy coalition from within the 
party. The motion is structured as a platform that models the basis of a future manifesto. It 
implicitly accounts for topics deemed relevant by the electorate, as factional leaders purposefully 
incorporate topics that they believe will maximize their electoral fortunes. Furthermore, motions are 
subjected to the agenda-setting power of the leadership as well as the factional leadership that 
contributes to writing the motion (this moderating process also concerns minority factions: Dewan 
and Squintani 2016). Forward looking factional leaders should be aware of the importance of 
overcoming internal disagreements to influence a shared party manifesto. They therefore have an 
interest in constraining and selectively choosing the content of motions (Dewan and Squintani 
2016). 
On the one hand, if the point of internal speeches is to persuade fellow party members of an 
LVVXH¶VLPSRUWDQFHWKHQintra-party debates involving prominent politicians can indirectly increase 
the salience of issues discussed in manifestos. On the other hand, precisely because intra-party 
debates are primarily addressed to party members, activists, and to frontbencher politicians we 
expect to find differences as well. Party manifestos should mostly be addressed to a broader 
audience composed of citizens and voters, balancing the priorities of intra-party groups with the 
practical needs to win elections to implement those policies (Harmel et al. 2018). In contexts with 
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greater leadership dominance, factional leaders encouraging deliberation intended to resolve 
internal conflicts may even purposefully remove those issues from motions designed to appeal to 
both voters and intra-party groups (Steiner and Mader 2017). 
Following this perspective, we expect that such electoral concerns (Downs 1957; Adams 
1999; Somer-Topcu 2017) will be purposefully internalized when drafting motions due to the 
prominent role that party and factional leaders play in writing motions. This process will be less 
likely to occur in individual speeches. Given the incentives and constraints on motions to create an 
intra-party policy coalition, they will more closely reflect the content of the resultant electoral 
manifesto than speeches aimed at representing diverse interests as well as personal priorities and 
concerns.  
We summarize this logic in our first hypothesis.  
+0RWLRQVEHWWHUSUHGLFWWKHLVVXHFRQWHQWRISDUWLHV¶HOHFWLRQPDQLIHVWRVWKDQSDUW\FRQJUHVV
speeches. 
 
So far, we assumed that party manifestos take into account the stakes of all subgroups 
(according to the relative size of each group). Yet, in parties with rules strongly favoring the leader, 
particularly in the face of reserved procedural agenda-setting powers for the party or floor leader, 
the majority faction could be more greatly represented than less central groups (Ceron 2012; 
Schumacher and Giger 2017). Accordingly, we propose that speeches and motions produced by the 
PDMRULW\IDFWLRQDUHPRUHUHOHYDQWIRUWKHSDUW\¶VXOWLPDWHEehavior. This perspective implies that 
within these texts the screening power of the party leadership is stronger. Therefore, these texts will 
be more closely related to the consequent party manifesto. This perspective holds for motions but 
also for the content of speeches as the party leader can more easily constrain the autonomy of 
speakers belonging to her faction, exerting career-related pressure or restricting access to the floor 
(Giannetti and Pedrazzani 2016). Therefore, we expect that leaders of the majority factions will 
strictly set the agenda of the majority motions and coordinate the content of speeches delivered by 
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members of dominant factions, shaping these two types of document and influencing the final 
PDQLIHVWR¶VFRQWHQWDFFRUGLQJO\ 
UltimatHO\WKLVGLVFXVVLRQLPSOLHVDVWURQJHUFRQJUXHQFHEHWZHHQWKHPDMRULW\IDFWLRQ¶V
priorities as revealed through motions and speeches to the resultant manifesto than the broader party 
congress floor. The line that the party follows in the next electoral race will therefore closely match 
WKHLVVXHVGLVFXVVHGLQWKHPDMRULW\¶VGRFXPHQWV 
 
+0RWLRQVDQGVSHHFKHVUHODWHGWRWKHPDMRULW\IDFWLRQEHWWHUSUHGLFWWKHLVVXHFRQWHQWRISDUWLHV¶
election manifestos than the broader texts of motions and speeches from the party congress. 
 
Data on Intra-Party Politics and the French Parti Socialiste 
To empirically assess this perspective, we combine data on national congress meetings and 
manifestos from the French PS. We collected speeches given and the motions submitted to a vote at 
the party¶VQDWLRQDO FRQJUHVV%RWKKDYHEHHQIRXQGWREHLPSRUWDQWSUHGLFWRUVRISDUWLHV¶EHKDYLRU
by work focused on intra-party politics (Ceron 2012; Greene and Haber 2015). Based on the 
DYDLODELOLW\RISDUWLHV¶VSHHFKHV, motions and manifestos, we consider party congresses from 1981 
to 2015 (9 congresses). 
The PS is a reasonable test case for our perspective as the party is historically divided, but 
has had periods of strong leadership control (Clift and McDaniel 2017). Due to its historical 
divisions, the leaders must work to keep diverse factions within the party content at these meetings. 
$KLVWRU\RIGHOLEHUDWLRQDQGFORVHLQWHUQDOHOHFWLRQVDWWKHSDUW\¶VFRQJUHVVHVOLPLWWKHOLNHOLKRRG
WKDWDVLQJOHIDFWLRQ¶VSULRULWLHVDVHxpressed through speeches and their motions submitted will be 
DEOHWRGRPLQDWHWKHFRQWHQWRIWKHSDUW\¶VPDQLIHVWRBergounioux and Grunberg 2005). Yet, the 
leaders of each faction must also develop a manifesto that is attractive beyond intra-party groups to 
win voter support. Failure to find internal compromise likely predicted the eventual party division 
prior to the 2017 elections.  
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Indeed, the case of PS is particularly intriguing. Its factional structure and the shape of 
internal bargaining that take place during party congresses align with the institutional set up 
described in the theoretical background. The party has been highly factionalized since its birth and, 
although in five congresses we observed perfect unity (no competing motions were presented), in 
the other 15 cases we observed intra-party competition involving a minimum of two and a 
maximum of seven factions. Historically, the most long-lasting division was between the supporters 
of Mitterrand (mainstream) and the left-wing faction Ceres, headed by Chevènement; however, at 
times, either splits occurred inside the mainstream or alliances between the mainstream and Ceres 
formed a majority. More recently a similar cleavage was created between the supporters of 
Hollande and the left-wing faction Gauche Socialiste. Overall, the majority faction has often tried to 
synthesize different positions to enlarge its support beyond the actual share of votes won in the 
party congresses. This is quite evident even in the most recent years when, although the strife seems 
to have increased, we still observe attempts to increase the level of consensus and unity. Indeed, the 
mainstream motions received an average support of 77.5% from 1981 to 2015 (the average slightly 
decreased following reforms to directly elect the party leader). Support for the party leader, elected 
at the end of the congress after debates and negotiations, was usually stronger than that of the 
OHDGHU¶VIDFWLRQLWVHOI 
Despite prominent examples of divisive congresses in 1990 and 2005, party leaders seemed to have 
attempted to foster unity. Even in the aftermath of the extraordinary intra-party strife in 1990, rival 
factions agreed on ruling the party jointly to restore unity. This supports the idea of party 
congresses as deliberative assemblies. Precisely for this reason, the PS also represents a suitable 
case to test the agenda-setting power of its leadership. Note we account for the internal divisiveness 
and potential failure to find a unitary agreement (and implicitly the willingness to reach it) in the 
empirical analysis by controlling for the share of votes won by the majority faction, which also 
represents a proxy for the ability of mainstream factions to build an inclusive intra-party 
environment. 
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Method 
To assess their similarities across speeches, motions, and manifestos, we use automated 
content analysis to estimate the topics contained in the motions, speeches and manifestos. We use 
5REHUWVHWDO¶V6WUXFWXUDO7RSLF0RGHODVLWDOORZVXVWRXVHDYDULDEOHRUHDFKSDUW\
congress or year to then predict the expected topic proportions in that year.3 Unlike scaling models 
:RUGILVKRU:RUGVFRUHVIRFXVHGRQUHYHDOLQJWKHUHODWLYH³SRVLWLRQV´RIWH[WVRQDQXQGHUO\LQJ
dimension of conflict, topic models estimate the relative attention to issues on underlying topics. 
The structural topic model builds on previous topic models by allowing us to predict the relative 
predicted proportion from groups of documents based on external characteristics of the documents 
such as the congress or year they derive from. We include indicators for each year (conceptually 
similar to covariates in a regression model) that allows us to predict the expected topic proportions 
at each congress for each type of text. These topic proportions become our primary independent and 
dependent variables.4  
Once we estimate separate topic models for the motions, manifestos and speeches, we then 
use the words associated with each topic to determine the substantive meaning of that category. See 
the Online Appendix for a summary of these words.5 We then construct five types of salience scores 
IROORZLQJD³PD[LPDOLVW´VWUDWHJ\%äck et al. 2011); we include all topics that hold at least some 
relevance to the main category. We identify the following categories: Economic, Valence, 
Institutional, Post-material/Law and Order, and Social Welfare policy areas. The Online Appendix 
lists the most frequent and exclusive words for the categories we use for each policy area.  
Based on these categories, we construct a measure of economic salience for the motions. 
These topics include terms such as ³LQGXVWULDO´, ³SURGXFWLYH´³VPDOODQGPLGGOHVL]HGEXVLQHVVHV´. 
Our measure of valence topics includes clusters with WHUPVVXFKDV³FRPSHWHQFH´DQG³ZHLUG´and 
words about instituting policies. The institutions measure includes topics with words such as 
³VXIIUDJH´³UHIHUHQGXP´ DQG³FRQJUHVV´Given that issues related to law and order likely reflect 
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the materialist end of a post-materialist dimension, we combine both in a single category. Our 
measure of post-materialist salience includes WHUPVVXFKDV³sustainable development´DQG³peace´, 
DVZHOODV³IUHHGRP´DQG³SHQDO´)LQDOO\RXU6RFLDO:HOIDUHFDWHJRU\LQFOXGHVWHUPVOLQNHGWR
labour movements and the struFWXUHRIWKHZHOIDUHVWDWH7HUPVVXFKDV³ZRUN´WKHQDPHVRIWKH
WUDGHXQLRQV&1)3³MREWUDLQLQJ´³SHQVLRQV´DQG³KHDOWK´IDOOLQWRWKLVFDWHJRU\Although 
many of these topics include more than a single issue dimension (for example, some include welfare 
policies linked to economic terms), our measurement strategy is intended to capture as much 
economic attention as possible from the topics.  
Figure 1 reports the relationship between motions and speeches for each policy area to 
highlight similarities and differences. Intriguingly, we find a positive relationship for all issue areas 
suggesting that the two sources capture similar content to some extent at these meetings. However, 
economic, institutional and valence categories evidence substantially closer relationships than Post-
materialism and social welfare issues. The slope for the valence issues though is relatively weak. As 
speeches exhibit greater valence content, it only associates with a small increase in motions, given 
that most motions exhibit almost no valence content. Based on the similarity of institutional 
content, these estimates may suggest political reforms to the state and broad electoral goals are 
likely uncontroversial across intra-party factions. Yet, salient divisions within the PS, as exhibited 
by Macron¶V0pOHQFKRQ¶V and Chevènement¶V choices to form new parties, tended to distinguish 
themselves from the party on post-material policies and issues involving the role of government in 
providing an extensive welfare state. The weak correlations on these topics may suggest that party 
leaders limited the inclusion of this discussion in the motions at these meetings, whereas these 
topics emerge in individual speeches, perhaps highlighted by members wanting to emphasize their 
dissenting voices.  
 
Figure 1 ± Correlation between the topics of motions and speeches 
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On the whole, the relative salience attached to different topics in congress speeches is rather 
similar to that expressed in motions. Yet, their exact content diverges, potentially at key points. In 
the following section we perform a regression analysis to evaluate how speeches and motions are 
able to predict the salience of different issues in party manifestos.  
 
Analysis and results 
In Table 1 we present the results of OLS regression with fixed effects for the type of issue.6 
:HLQFOXGHDOOLVVXHFDWHJRULHV³VWDFNHG´LQDVLQJOHPRGHOWRSUHGLFWWKHSURSRUWLRQRIWKH
manifestos on each issue.7  
Model 1 tests the positive agenda-setting power of motions on manifestos, Model 2 tests the 
role of speeches, and Model 3 the influence of both documents jointly. Models 4-6 replicate these 
DQDO\VHVXVLQJRQO\WKHFRQWHQWRIWKHPDMRULW\IDFWLRQ¶VPRWLRQVDQGVSHHFKHVIDFWLRQDO
PHPEHUVKLSRILQGLYLGXDOVSHDNHUVZDVDVFHUWDLQHGIURPWKHVLJQDWXUHVRQPDMRULW\IDFWLRQV¶
motions). We control for the percentage of vote for the winning motion (based on intra-party 
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electoral records) and include a dummy variable equal to one when the party is in government to 
account for broad internal processes that might also influence the proportion of manifesto issues. 
Removing these controls has no substantive impact on the coefficients of interest. The primary 
findings hold for additional analyses that include alternate control variables, a lagged dependent 
variable, or following an Error Correction approach (see Online Appendix).  
Table 1. Stacked OLS Models predicting manifesto salience.8 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Motions Speeches Full Majority 
Motions 
Majority 
Speeches 
Majority 
Full 
Motions 
salience 
0.766+  0.466    
 (0.394)  (0.564)    
Speech 
salience 
 -0.070 -0.101    
  (0.497) (0.500)    
Majority 
Motions 
salience 
   0.489*  0.474* 
    (0.183)  (0.219) 
Majority 
Speech 
salience 
    1.971* 1.479+ 
     (0.765) (0.759) 
Government 0.036 0.060 0.060 0.020 0.116 0.079 
 (0.137) (0.159) (0.160) (0.132) (0.147) (0.140) 
% vote for 
winning 
Motion 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002 
 (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 
Constant -0.150 0.360 0.090 -0.090 0.014 -0.316 
 (0.424) (0.412) (0.528) (0.375) (0.385) (0.395) 
R2 0.208 0.116 0.135 0.267 0.268 0.364 
RMSE 0.389 0.416 0.418 0.374 0.379 0.359 
N 45 40 40 45 40 40 
 
 
Overall, the results suggest a somewhat more consistent effect of motions than speeches. 
Consistent with our first hypothesis, we find that motions, to a certain extent, tend to predict 
manifesto salience. The coefficient for motion salience is weakly statistically significant, though 
only at the 90% level in Model 1, indicating that motions predict the content of manifestos. In the 
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models using full congress data, the coefficients for the content of speeches are never statistically 
different from zero.  
This results point to a slightly stronger similarity between manifestos and motions, rather 
than speeches. Motions, therefore, likely represent a synthesis of stances that outline, at least to 
some extent, the content of the manifesto on a variety of policy dimensions; this is less likely to 
occur (at least based on these preliminary results) when considering individual speeches as each 
single speaker has the innate opportunity to also highlight her own divergent views on peculiar 
DVSHFWVWKDWZLOOQRWEHLQFOXGHGLQWKHILQDOSDUW\¶VPDQLIHVWR 
The results for the subset of motions and speeches from the majority faction offer stronger 
insights. Intriguingly, motions significantly correlate with the content of manifestos (as in the 
analysis of the full sample), and this effect remains significant also after controlling for speeches. 
What is more, we also find a strong relationship between majority speeches and manifesto content, 
which is significant at the 95% level in Model 5 and the 90% level in Model 6. These results 
support our second hypothesis (particularly with respect to speeches) and suggest, as a theory of 
party agenda setting might predict, that the speakers belonging to the majority factions better 
represent WKHSDUW\¶VSULRULWLHVin manifestos in comparison to the content of all speeches (which 
also include discourses delivered by backbenchers, marginal politicians and leaders of internal 
minority factions, as discussed before outlining H1). 
 
Figure 2. Marginal Effect of Motions and Speeches Salience on Manifesto Content. 
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We present marginal effects of speech and motion content in Figure 2 (based on Model 6).9 
$VZHK\SRWKHVL]HERWKDQLQFUHDVHLQWKHVDOLHQFHRIDWRSLFIURPWKHPDMRULW\IDFWLRQ¶VPRWLRQV
and speeches positively increases the proportion of the manifesto on that topic. The marginal effects 
are relatively strong over the range of both variables. 
In summary, scholars have long argued that manifestos are written primarily for an external 
audience. Our analyses show that manifestos, at least partially, reflect intra-party priorities as 
expressed through internal motions and (the majority IDFWLRQ¶VVSHHFKHV. Overall, motions 
significantly predict the salience RILVVXHVLQSDUWLHV¶PDQLIHVWRVConversely, speeches given at 
these meetings predict manifestos only ZKHQWKHVSHDNHUEHORQJVWRWKHSDUW\¶Vmajority faction 
(i.e., when the leaders influence the agenda of the congress¶ speakers).  
In summary, when we observe agenda-setting constraints imposed by the leadership on a 
document, we notice that such document predicts the final manifesto content, this happens not only 
for majority factions¶VSHHFKHVDQGPRWLRQVEXWDOVRIRUPRWLRQV on the whole, as even minority 
motions already underwent a process of scrutiny from factional leaders. 
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In this paper, we seek to understand the differential influence of intra-party speeches and 
motions from party congresses on consequent electoral platforms. Despite containing similar 
content, we propose that motions will be more closely linked to manifestos than speeches. Motions 
are more directly constrained by the internal party decision-making process and linguistically 
follow a similar format. From this perspective, they likely better reflect the goals of the (collective) 
party leadership than the content of speeches at these meetings. Through an automated content 
analysis of party congress speeches, motions and election manifestos, we find some, albeit 
preliminary, evidence that motions exert some influence on the issues contained in party platforms. 
Evidence that speeches and motions reveal distinct intra-party decision-making processes suggests 
that scholars use caution in considering the exact process they seek to study, intra-party deliberation 
or more electorally oriented content. What is more, when focusing solely on documents belonging 
to the majority factions, we show that speeches also predict manifesto content. This is in line with a 
theory of agenda-setting suggesting that majority factions exert a certain degree of dominance when 
drafting manifestos and such dominance is reflected in the ability to constrain the autonomy of 
speakers belonging to majority factions, exerting career-related pressure or restricting access to the 
floor to produce speeches that toe the party line and end up reflecting the final content of party 
manifesto. 
Such evidence is consistent with a perspective that party leaders and prominent members 
likely constrain the priorities expressed in manifestos, as would be suggested in strategic electoral 
theories of party politics (Downs 1957; Adams 1999; Somer-Topcu 2017). However, the limited 
evidence for the effect of motions from diverse factions suggests that the need to win over a 
majority of the congress to support the motion also leads factions to incorporate the goals of diverse 
groups within their motions. This finding also suggests that scholars could discriminate between 
speeches delivered by mainstream frontbenchers belonging to the majority factions and those 
delivered by marginal politicians belonging to minority factions.  
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The results presented here, however, are only suggestive. Further analyses are required in 
order to fully answer our research questions. From this perspective, this work will certainly benefit 
from a comparison across parties and countries in order to improve the robustness of these 
preliminary findings. The extent of leadership influence through intra-party agenda setting likely 
GHSHQGVRQWKHH[DFWVWUXFWXUHRISDUWLHV¶GHFLVLRQ-making procedures and the protections for 
organized groups and factions. Parties that choose to allow or are legally obligated to include wider 
selectorates in their leadership elections will likely face differing incentives to encourage and allow 
diverse opinions in their national meetings through speeches and motions than those which are more 
centralized (Ceron 2012; Schumacher and Giger 2017). In particular, while the French PS (and 
French political parties more generally) are usually factionalized, further inferences require analysis 
of parties that are less historically divided, as the absence of stable and organized intra-party groups 
likely affect the agenda-setting process. Along these lines, the analysis on the impact of 
decentralization of internal decision-making powers as well as the role of regional party branches 
(considered as intra-party subgroups) in influencing the final manifesto will offer clear insights 
(see: Bäck et al. 2014). Future comparisons will give a more conclusive answer to whether speeches 
and motions express the same content and whether either speeches or motions exert an agenda-
setting effect on forthcoming electoral manifestos. On the one hand, this will allow researchers to 
further open the black box of intra-party decision-making. On the other hand, this will reveal the 
extent that intra-party debates reflect or characterize the logic that the party leadership adopts when 
drafting an electoral manifesto. 
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Table A1. OLS with Lagged DV (with topic Fixed Effects) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Motions Speeches Full Majority 
Motions 
Majority 
Speeches 
Majority 
Full 
Motions 
salience 
0.759+  0.456    
 (0.403)  (0.579)    
Speech 
salience 
 -0.075 -0.102    
  (0.505) (0.509)    
Majority 
Motions 
salience 
   0.510**  0.473* 
    (0.186)  (0.222) 
Majority 
Speech 
salience 
    2.016* 1.524+ 
     (0.778) (0.772) 
Government 0.036 0.062 0.061 0.021 0.122 0.084 
 (0.139) (0.162) (0.163) (0.133) (0.149) (0.142) 
% vote for 
winning 
Motion 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002 
 (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 
Constant -0.136 0.383 0.107 -0.053 0.051 -0.278 
 (0.441) (0.430) (0.557) (0.379) (0.396) (0.406) 
Lagged DV -0.022 -0.043 -0.022 -0.121 -0.088 -0.087 
 (0.158) (0.180) (0.183) (0.151) (0.165) (0.156) 
r2 0.208 0.118 0.136 0.280 0.274 0.370 
RMSE 0.394 0.422 0.425 0.376 0.383 0.363 
N 45 40 40 45 40 40 
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Table A2. OLS with no control variables (with topic Fixed Effects) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Motions Speeches Full Majority 
Motions 
Majority 
Speeches 
Majority 
Full 
Motions 
salience 
0.766+  0.466    
 (0.385)  (0.548)    
Speech 
salience 
 -0.066 -0.096    
  (0.483) (0.486)    
Majority 
Motions 
salience 
   0.490**  0.490* 
    (0.178)  (0.212) 
Majority 
Speech 
salience 
    1.845* 1.372+ 
     (0.732) (0.719) 
Constant -0.102 0.384* 0.111 -0.053 0.230 -0.165 
 (0.251) (0.171) (0.365) (0.185) (0.143) (0.217) 
r2 0.206 0.112 0.131 0.267 0.251 0.356 
RMSE 0.379 0.404 0.406 0.364 0.371 0.350 
N 45 40 40 45 40 40 
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Table A3. Error Correction Results with no control variables (Panel Corrected SEs and topic Fixed 
Effects) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Motions Speeches Full Majority 
Motions 
Majority 
Speeches 
Majority 
Full 
ǻ0RWLRQV
salience 
1.041*  0.809    
 (0.411)  (0.881)    
Motions 
saliencet-1 
1.473**  1.337    
 (0.568)  (0.876)    
ǻ6SHHFK
salience 
 0.011 0.032    
  (0.168) (0.268)    
Speech 
saliencet-1 
 -0.022 -0.125    
  (0.170) (0.253)    
ǻ0DM
Motions 
salience 
   0.491**  0.449* 
    (0.180)  (0.204) 
Maj. Motions 
saliencet-1 
   0.376+  0.304 
    (0.204)  (0.230) 
ǻ0DM6SHHFK
salience 
    1.836* 1.410+ 
     (0.840) (0.829) 
Maj. Speech 
saliencet-1 
    2.048* 1.449 
     (0.871) (0.882) 
manifesto 
saliencet-1 
-0.987*** -1.018*** -0.990*** -1.096*** -1.096*** -1.041*** 
 (0.206) (0.234) (0.250) (0.206) (0.217) (0.221) 
Constant -0.498 0.435* -0.362 0.083 0.310+ 0.017 
 (0.382) (0.211) (0.605) (0.221) (0.176) (0.252) 
r2 0.619 0.516 0.551 0.616 0.605 0.639 
RMSE 0.372 0.417 0.417 0.374 0.376 0.374 
N 40 35 35 40 35 35 
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Table A4. Error Correction Models with Control variables (Panel Corrected SEs and topic Fixed 
Effects) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 Motions Speeches Full Majority 
Motions 
Majority 
Speeches 
Majority 
Full 
ǻ0RWLRQV
salience 
1.036*  0.797    
 (0.411)  (0.882)    
Motions 
saliencet-1 
1.468*  1.323    
 (0.570)  (0.879)    
ǻ6SHHFK
salience 
 0.002 0.024    
  (0.164) (0.264)    
Speech 
saliencet-1 
 -0.012 -0.115    
  (0.169) (0.252)    
ǻ0DM
Motions 
salience 
   0.495**  0.412* 
    (0.179)  (0.210) 
Maj. Motions 
saliencet-1 
   0.402+  0.294 
    (0.219)  (0.240) 
ǻ0DM6SHHFK
salience 
    2.111* 1.675+ 
     (0.929) (0.930) 
Maj. Speech 
saliencet-1 
    2.338* 1.738+ 
     (0.923) (0.945) 
Government 0.006 0.020 0.019 -0.015 0.049 0.009 
 (0.051) (0.061) (0.061) (0.066) (0.079) (0.090) 
ǻYRWHIRU
winning 
Motion 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 0.000 -0.000 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) 
% vote for 
winning 
Motiont-1 
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.005+ 0.004 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) 
manifesto 
saliencet-1 
-0.988*** -1.019*** -0.992*** -1.106*** -1.103*** -1.055*** 
 (0.205) (0.233) (0.249) (0.209) (0.212) (0.224) 
Constant -0.655+ 0.286 -0.496 -0.051 -0.146 -0.348 
 (0.391) (0.262) (0.625) (0.268) (0.289) (0.324) 
r2 0.625 0.522 0.556 0.622 0.631 0.658 
RMSE 0.389 0.439 0.442 0.390 0.386 0.388 
N 40 35 35 40 35 35 
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Methods APPENDIX 
 
In the Methods Appendix, we present more detailed information on each of the topic 
models we performed. In total, we under took two structural models using speeches (full sample 
and the majority faction sample), two using the motions full sample and the majority faction 
sample), and one with the manifestos. Prior to performing the structural topic models, we 
excluded numbers, punctuation and other non-substantive content. We used a stemmer to and 
removed a number of proper nouns and other words that scored highly on each topic, but did not 
reveal their substantive content. Finally, we created collocations of words that were regularly 
connected and that we perceived as having a distinct independent meaning. The results of these 
analyses are listed below. 
After performing a series of topic models varying the number of issues around 8-12 topics 
for each sample, we identified the model that seemed to reveal the most substantively useful 
categories according to common issues identified by researchers. In particular, we group each of 
the topics into economic, valence, institutional, post-material/authority, and social welfare 
categories using a maximalist strategy based on a number of criteria that identify the words that 
associate with the topic. This means that some topics are included in multiple issues categories See 
the main text for the relationship between motions and speeches on each of these categories.  
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Full Congress SPEECHES 
 
Topic words ² PS speeches 
Topic 1 Top Words: Post-Material/Authority 
         +LJKHVW3UREORLMRXUF±XUQational, fort, vaut, trop, locaux, avant, conviction  
         )5(;YDXWORFDX[MRXURXWLOORLWUDYDLOOppWDWODQFpF±XUOXQGL 
         Lift: critiqué, cruauté, accolé, adn, calculé, canal, cdd, cdi, circulé, civilité  
         6FRUHORLpWDWBIRUWSDXF±XUQRWpGRLJWWUDLWpIRXFGGTXRXYULU 
Topic 2 Top Words: Institutional 
         Highest Prob: congr, région, apr, avant, voici, travaux, aujourd, malgré, congrc, régional  
         FREX: congr, apr, aujourd, congrc, mrg, région, comit, difficult, travaill, voici  
         Lift: acc, adopt, aim, aimc, alg, allou, anéantir, apr, aprm, arif  
         Score: congr, apr, congrc, aujourd, difficult, région, comit, travaill, diff, malgr  
Topic 3 Top Words: Valence 
         Highest Prob : autour, majorité, fédération, capacité, réalité, national, vocation, génération, clair, 
F±XU 
         FREX: vocation, fédération, autour, génération, majorité, capacité, croit, normal, primauté, clair  
         Lift: accumulation, agrégat, aloi, apa, approprié, avançait, capitulation, color, confort, cor  
         Score: fédération, génération, majorité, vocation, autour, cot, primauté, déflation, fraction, fédéral  
Topic 4 Top Words: Institutional  
         Highest Prob: motion, rapport, accord, comité, fédération, travaux, fond, vouloir, numéro, avant  
         FREX: motion, vérification, comité, accord, numéro, adopté, procédé, rapport, gard, ajout  
         Lift: ajout, foix, pluralité, vérification, adjonction, aggravation, appauvrit, approfondir, compétitif, 
comté  
         Score: motion, comité, vérification, numéro, procédé, accord, ajout, fédération, rapport, émanant  
Topic 5 Top Words: Social Welfare 
         Highest Prob: travail, formation, action, trop, rapport, production, réduction, or, taux, plan  
         FREX: réduction, formation, production, or, action, travail, dollar, taux, affirmé, franc  
         Lift: c.n.p.f, cnpf, accéléré, aggravant, alourdi, ardu, c.a.p, c.g.c, cailloux, co  
         Score: travail, taux, formation, réduction, actif, c.n.p.f, affirmé, productif, déficit, rapport  
Topic 6 Top Words: Economics, Post-Material/Authority 
         Highest Prob: faudra, laïcité, contrat, loi, vérité, trop, travail, général, mondial, dur  
         FREX: laïcité, contrat, dur, faudra, mondial, dom, régulation, impôt, déficit, traité  
         Lift: accroît, aigu, anémié, anormal, arnaud, ayala, calé, cantonaux, collé, complot  
         Score: laïcité, faudra, contrat, dom, régulation, impôt, tom, mondial, traité, tva  
Topic 7 Top Words: Economics 
         Highest Prob: prix, plan, paix, fort, réalité, avant, jour, trop, fallu, conviction  
         FREX: prix, paix, fallu, confronté, plan, contradiction, lourd, privé, portugal, légitimité  
         Lift: armé, faculté, formulé, gattaz, gué, actualit, agglomération, aviation, azimut, cantadora  
         Score: paix, prix, plan, contradiction, fallu, formulé, ur, paul, gattaz, privé  
Topic 8 Top Words: Economics 
         Highest Prob: façon, travail, vérité, faudra, avant, réalité, vrai, côté, fond, plan  
         FREX: façon, vérité, courant, utopia, aliénation, déroulé, quota, côté, révolution, faudra  
         Lift: accomplit, affronté, aimé, ajouté, aliénation, allocation, anti-impôt, appauvri, atténuation, 
cloué  
         Score: aliénation, utopia, déroulé, faudra, façon, quota, vérité, crif, juif, courant  
Topic 9 Top Words: Valence 
         Highest Prob: vrai, mal, trop, coup, front, tard, plan, défi, vu, côté  
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         FREX: mal, front, coup, vrai, tard, laïc, défi, futur, journal, priorité  
         Lift: cri, altéré, anticipant, avatar, citroën, claironné, cnr, coca-cola, coca_cola, conclut  
         Score: laïc, vrai, mal, front, tard, naîtra, défi, coup, futur, trop  
Topic 10 Top Words: Economics, Post-Material/Authority 
         Highest Prob: droit, travail, loi, fallait, rapport, avant, voulu, nation, patronat, conflit  
         FREX: droit, conflit, patronat, fallait, traduit, mort, pénal, voulait, loi, allait  
         Lift: anti, attractif, audimat, aznar, complaît, concédé, confiait, conjonction, cordon, coté  
         Score: droit, pénal, loi, conflit, patronat, fallait, nation, travail, milité, traduit  
 
 
Topic quality ² PS speeches 
 
 
Topic proportions ² PS speeches (with FREX words) 
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Majority Faction Speeches 
 
Topic words ² PS speeches 
Topic 1 Top Words: Social Welfare 
 Highest Prob: droit, projet, la_droite, loi, contrat, vote, moment, travail, nationale, européenne  
FREX: contrat, loi, droit, porter, dur, vote, faillite, mort, futur, renouveler  
Lift: accélérée, accueillant, adopte, alegre, aligner, allégement, alléger, allient, allumé, alter  
Score: droit_pénal, loire, droit_du_travail, milité, projet_de_vie, virtuel, perte, fraude, anormal, 
coulpe  
Topic 2 Top Words: Social Welfare, Post-Material/Authority 
Highest Prob: démocratie, gouvernement, mouvement, autre, travail, la_droite, violence, réforme, 
vie, régime  
FREX: outre-mer, violence, fln, licenciement, conflit, régime, légalité, patronat, mouvement, 
trop_tard  
Lift: coût_du_travail, émancipation, généré, licencier, voteront, acceptation, acceptera-t-elle, 
accumulation, action_du_gouvernement, affirmera  
Score: outre-mer, fln, licenciement, algérie, coût_du_travail, émancipation, implantation, légalité, 
généré, licencier  
Topic 3 Top Words:  Post-Material/Authority 
+LJKHVW3URESURMHWF±XUPDMRULWpODBGURLWHGRQQpYRWHQDWLRQDOYLHPDOHQWHQGX 
)5(;F±XUGRQQpOHBSHQ, utile, génération, mal, leçon, envie, gaulle, devrait  
Lift: allumée, cdd, centre_ville, créent, crif, cycle, détournera, droit_laïc, écoutez-le, engageait  
Score: le_pen, courageux, écologie, redevienne, cdd, trace, ligne_claire, contrat_de_gouvernement, 
rentrent, créent  
Topic 4 Top Words: Institutions 
Highest Prob: travaux, donner, rapport, convention, comité, moment, national, collectif, vote, 
premier  
FREX: travaux, convention, collectif, lecture, comité, journée, voici, précaution, local, orateur  
Lift: accent, cafouillage, comit, italienne, veuillent, accentue, accordé, accueillent, 
action_au_gouvernement, activement  
Score: délégation, travaux, orateur, cafouillage, procédure, lettre, viendront, convocation, cir, ogm  
Topic 5 Top Words: Institutions, Valence 
Highest Prob: gouvernement, texte, période, accord, groupe, rigueur, la_droite, clairement, 
majorité, vérité  
)5(;JURXSHDFFRUGULJXHXUWH[WHSpULRGHPHQpHPXWDWLRQYpULWpFODLUHPHQW±XYUH 
Lift: alimente, anticipe, compromettre, conc, concernerait, concru, congrn, défraye, del, dérèglement  
Score: rigueur, mutation, cgt, négation, groupe, tenant_compte, rime, accord, prendre_en_compte, 
électorale  
Topic 6 Top Words: 
Highest Prob: victoire, action, plan, mieux, la_droite, laïcité, démocratie, lutte, force, rôle  
FREX: laïcité, ouvrière, lutte, victoire, ajout, côte_dor, révolutionnaire, court, rupture, fédéral  
Lift: difficult, fi, accordent, adopt, adoptait, adroit, affolement, agira, ajout, aléa  
Score: côte_dor, reçue, ajout, laïcité, regardez, ferveur, modifie, mixte, planer, contentieux  
Topic 7 Top Words: Economy 
Highest Prob: gouvernement, réalité, la_droite, prix, deuxième, force, relance, façon, moment, cadre  
)5(;SUL[SUpIqUHUHODQFHUpJLRQMRLHPRGH±XYUHH[WpULHXUHUpDOLWpGHWWH 
Lift: curieux, accroît, accueillait, accumulant, accumulerait, advenait, affecte, affronté, agriculteur, 
aim  
 Score: argument, dette, extérieure, cultiver, navigation, gard, joie, modérée, préfère, garonne  
Topic 8 Top Words: Social Welfare 
Highest Prob: gouvernement, place, action, la_droite, formation, doivent, capacité, tour, fédération, 
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difficile  
FREX: tour, pacte, locaux, enjeu, ouvrir, entraînant, nation, électorat, courage, fallu  
Lift: accéléré, actif, adulte, agite, anxiogène, approfondir, aptitude, artificiel, attendraient, 
autre_économie  
Score: tarn, culot, entraînant, aznar, dirigeante, greffe, prélèvement, dom, plurielle, trompent  
Topic 9 Top Words: 
Highest Prob: monde, la_droite, prendre, mieux, place, gouvernement, façon, droit, force, 
développement  
FREX: quota, monde, preuve, agir, préférer, petit, luttent, italien, détente, exprime  
Lift: préférer, record, affective, affrontée, aggraver, aliment, allant, allende, allier, alternativement  
Score: quota, préférer, complet, record, détente, italien, rationnel, doive, connaîtront, officielle  
Topic 10 Top Words: Valence 
Highest Prob: europe, européenne, démocratie, projet, européen, notre_projet, doivent, place, rôle, 
monde  
FREX: européenne, europe, traité, notre_projet, nouvel, européen, algérie, notre_texte, nationaux, 
citoyenneté  
Lift: accentuent, accepteront, accompagnement, acquéreur, àde, affecté, affirment, affoler, aït, alger  
Score: algérie, traité, coopération, votait, notre_texte, europe, nouvel, planète, monétaire, 
européenne  
 
Topic quality ² PS 
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Topic proportions ² PS Majority Faction speeches (with FREX words)
 
Full Congress MOTIONS 
 
Topic words ² PS motions 
 
 
Topic 1 Top Words: Institutions 
         Highest Prob: parti, militants, ps, société, congrès, travail, parti_socialiste, socialistes, chaque, 
sociale  
         FREX: ps, primaires, section, pse, créons, votes, adhérent, militante, sections, fabrique  
         Lift: abaissera, abstenus, accaparée, accents, accepteraient, accompagnateurs, accueillantes, 
accumulent, acquêts, adopteraient  
         Score: ps, militant-e, pse, citoyenne, citoyennes, d'euros, fabrique, primaires, territoires, parcours  
 
Topic 2 Top Words: Social Welfare  
         Highest Prob: pouvoir, pays, jeunes, formation, developpement, societe, travail, part, noire, 
nouvelle  
         FREX: done, veritable, contra, cost, reduction, socials, cooperation, socialists, systeme, droll  
         Lift: aujourdhui, capitalism, cast, egalite, elections, march, memos, miss, necessite, realites  
         Score: role, developpement, done, veritable, cost, reduction, socials, contra, cooperation, socialists  
 
Topic 3 Top Words: Economic  
         Highest Prob: travail, pays, sociale, crise, très, développement, république, système, croissance, 
chaque  
         FREX: oser, attika, états-unis, banques, vième, roosevelt, euros, moyenne, caisses, logements  
         Lift: abandonnons, abbé-pierre, abeilles, aberrants, abolitionnistes, abondant, abondantes, 
abondent, abondés, abonnement  
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         Score: attika, vième, climatique, roosevelt, citoyennes, états-unis, euros, d'euros, pib, dis  
 
Topic 4 Top Words: Social Welfare 
         Highest Prob: sociale, développement, services, publics, société, pays, moyens, droit, l'etat, 
socialistes  
         )5(;FRQVWLWXWLRQQHOPRELOLWpG
±XYUHPLVVLRQVO
HGXFDWLRQYpULWpVHUYLFHVUpSXEOLFDLQ
contrat, ville  
         Lift: adossées, arrivants, assurerons, bolkestein, canicule, célébrons, conformer, criminelles, 
défendront, dérégulations  
         Score: mondialisation, l'omc, développement, immigration, territoires, républicain, lionel, parité, 
gouvernance, parcours  
 
Topic 5 Top Words: Economic  
         Highest Prob: parti, gauche, travailleurs, parti_socialiste, socialisme, pouvoir, pays, socialistes, 
programme, travail  
         FREX: autogestionnaire, luttes, l'autogestion, capitaliste, travailleurs, classe, rupture, lutte, 
programme, g.s.e  
         Lift: affirmera, aliénées, anti-impérialistes, antisociale, appétits, c.g.t, canal, carriérisme, chauvine, 
chauvinisme  
         Score: autogestionnaire, l'autogestion, g.s.e, masses, bourgeoisie, communiste, l'impérialisme, 
travailleurs, m.j.s, c.e.e  
 
Topic 6 Top Words: Economic 
         Highest Prob: parti, gauche, pays, gouvernement, sociale, pouvoir, socialistes, travail, 
économique, crise  
         FREX: extérieur, rigueur, l'inflation, redressement, productif, industriel, relance, c.e.e, mai, 
l'appareil  
         Lift: aartegerlunen, aberrante, abolition, abstentionnisme, abstractions, accroissaient, accroissait, 
accroîtraient, accroîtrait, accusation  
         Score: c.e.e, s.m.e, redressement, acharnement, valence, nationalisées, extérieur, dévaluation, 
d'assainissement, bourg-en-bresse  
 
Topic 7 Top Words: Post-Materialism/Authority 
         Highest Prob: société, travail, sociale, développement, pays, système, place, économique, social, 
chacun  
         FREX: utopia, écologique, universelle, souhaitons, ogm, indicateurs, consommation, idéal, mérite, 
libéré  
         Lift: abandonnait, abolit, aborderont, aboutirait-on, abreuvés, absorption, accentuons, acception, 
accommodé, accréditant  
         Score: utopia, climatique, d'utopia, inconditionnel, alterdéveloppement, altermondialistes, élèves, 
société, indicateurs, ogm  
Topic 8 Top Words: Economic 
         Highest Prob: parti, socialistes, pays, sociale, société, travail, gauche, économique, social, l'europe  
         FREX: l'est, désarmement, communisme, communiste, modernisation, liberté, mixte, misère, 
l'homme, l'évolution  
         Lift: abaissée, abondements, abstentions, accapare, accélérons, accommodent, accommodés, 
accompagnes, accordons-nous, accroire  
         Score: communiste, parcouru, économique, front_national, réduction, progrès, développement, 
c.e.e, liberté, progres  
 
Topic 9 Top Words: Economic 
         Highest Prob: sociale, gauche, travail, parti, socialistes, social, salariés, pays, européenne, public  
         FREX: libérale, flexibilité, libéraux, privatisation, recettes, mondialisation, social-démocratie, 
l'impôt, cotisations, néo-libéralisme  
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         Lift: aériennes, atlantiste, consulté, crèche, cruel, l'audimat, metaleurop, modéré, motive, sociaux-
libéraux  
         Score: mondialisation, flexibilité, libérale, amsterdam, pse, salariés, immigration, l'annualisation, 
alegre, porto  
 
Topic 10 Top Words: Valence  
         Highest Prob: gauche, sociale, parti, socialistes, pays, travail, société, parti_socialiste, république, 
entreprises  
         FREX: quinquennat, devrons, l'alternance, numérique, bâtir, territoires, retraités, territoriale, 
modestes, électeurs  
         /LIWDFWLRQQDLUHDPpOLRUHURQVFLFHF±XUVFROFRQTXpUDQWHFRSGHILVGpUpJXOpH
déremboursements  
         Score: territoires, quinquennat, d'euros, numérique, conquérante, ps, république, mondialisation, 
territoriale, salariés  
 on, territoriale, salariés 
 
Topic quality ² PS motions 
 
  
 
Topic proportions ² PS Motions (with FREX words) 
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Majority Faction MOTIONS 
 
Topic words ² PS motions 
Topic 1 Top Words: Economic, Valence 
 Highest Prob: parti, pays, gouvernement, gauche, sociale, développement, socialistes, économique, 
pouvoir  
 FREX: relance, l'est, l'investissement, devrait, productif, extérieur, industriel, auroux, septennat  
 Lift: abandonnées, abandonner, aberrantes, abolir, abolition, abordant, abordent, abruptement, 
absorber  
 Score: septennat, auroux, envisager, productif, est-ouest, processus, r, parts, déficit  
Topic 2 Top Words: Post-Material/Authority 
 Highest Prob: socialistes, projet, économique, sociale, démocratie, pays, droit, forces, liberté  
 FREX: giscard, témoignent, d'estaing, communisme, sept, front_national, l'effondrement, souhaitons, 
témoigne  
 Lift: aboutirait, abstrait, accapare, accordons-nous, affectés, allemands, allés, amour, analystes  
 Score: front_national, giscard, d'estaing, sept, communisme, l'ex-urss, golfe, malheur, monopole  
Topic 3 Top Words: Economic, Valence, Institutions 
 Highest Prob: pays, socialistes, parti, travail, la_droite, société, sociale, croissance, économique  
 FREX: prélèvements, etatsunis, législature, gens, septembre, bataille, communiste, dissuasion, risques  
 Lift: concret, démagogiques, disqualifier, irréalistes, l'exonération, l'intention, matériaux, oscillé, 
partent  
 Score: etatsunis, gens, communiste, irréalistes, celuici, notons, résigner, erreurs, conservatisme  
Topic 4 Top Words: Economic, Post-Material/Authority 
 Highest Prob: sociale, développement, pays, socialistes, société, services, publics, droit, gauche  
 FREX: engagement, contrat, d'action, services, societe, l'eau, l'omc, normes, mondialisation  
 Lift: abaissée, abandon, abandonne, abîmée, abondé, abondements, abonder, aboutit, abrogée  
 Score: règles, societe, l'omc, républicain, santé, citoyenne, gauche_plurielle, territoires, supplémentaires  
Topic 5 Top Words: Economic, Valence, Institutions 
 Highest Prob: société, pays, socialistes, parti_socialiste, parti, gauche, pouvoir, la_droite, travail  
 FREX: mars, l'autogestion, présidentielle, l'audiovisuel, mouvement, l'état, l'individu, mené, 
l'extrêmedroite  
 Lift: abandons, abordera, abordés, aboutissait, acqué, actualisées, admet, âgée, agroalimentaire  
 Score: l'autogestion, l'extrêmedroite, libérateur, réactionnaire, l'u.g.s.d, l'audiovisuel, d.o.m, t.o.m, 
personnalité  
Topic 6 Top Words: Institutions 
 Highest Prob: parti, gauche, parti_socialiste, travailleurs, congrès, socialistes, commun, programme, 
socialiste  
 FREX: commun, directeur, rupture, comité, front, signataires, fédérations, l'exploitation, bureau  
 Lift: amendements, correspondait, délégations, permanents, reçu, séminaires, sociologique, touchant, 
votant  
 Score: directeur, commun, transition, fédérations, communiste, masses, comité, rupture, planification  
Topic 7 Top Words: Post-Material/Authority 
 Highest Prob: gauche, pays, société, travail, sociale, parti_socialiste, droits, l'europe, développement  
 FREX: pensons, motions, parents, quand, écologique, regarder, civilisations, choc, comment  
 Lift: commandement, est-elle, iniquités, aborderont, abordons, aboutissant, aboutissent, abriter, absolu  
 Score: parents, choc, civilisations, regarder, règles, parler, motions, reconstruire, richesses  
Topic 8 Top Words: Social Welfare 
 Highest Prob: sociale, travail, gouvernement, démocratie, donner, société, socialistes, congrès, pays  
 )5(;OLRQHOIpGpUDX[VHFUpWDLUHV±XYUHHPSORLVGpILQLUGRQQHUG
LQWpJUDWLRQVDLW 
 Lift: afficher, continuelle, donneront, l'extrême-droite, abolissant, abordées, absente, abusé, acp  
 Score: lionel, front_national, fédéraux, ps, rénover, continuelle, dom, processus, soutenir  
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Topic 9 Top Words: Institutions, Valence 
 Highest Prob: gauche, société, sociale, pays, socialistes, parti, crise, croissance, république  
 FREX: réussir, numérique, quinquennat, publiques, renouveler, défi, finance, l'alternance, 
redressement  
 Lift: ayrault, femmes-hommes, jean-marc, l'austérité, représentative, abaissement, abaisser, abimé, 
abîmé  
 Score: quinquennat, numérique, transition, territoires, règles, publiques, finance, pse, républicain  
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MANIFESTOS 
Topic words ² PS manifestos 
Topic 1 Top Words: Institutional  
         Highest Prob: pays, pouvoir, référendum, marchés, fonds, prix, agricoles, pacte, progrès, rien  
         FREX: assemblée, guy_mollet, référendum, exclusive, admettons, concorde, gaulle, hardie, 
indexation, plébiscitaire  
         Lift: abusive, acces, admettons, affiches, agees, aléatoire, allez, allocution, amnistie, ancients  
         Score: assemblée, guy_mollet, référendum, admettons, concorde, gaulle, hardie, indexation, 
plébiscitaire, plébiscite  
Topic 2 Top Words: Valence 
         Highest Prob: entreprises, justice, moyens, maintenant, proposerai, renforcerai, logements, 
croissance, fin, pays  
         FREX: proposerai, renforcerai, créerai, réformerai, favoriserai, garantirai, soutiendrai, redresser, 
défendrai, lutterai  
         Lift: favoriserai, garantirai, lancerai, maintiendrai, plafond, préserverai, relancerai, rétablirai, 
soutiendrai, abîmés  
         Score: proposerai, renforcerai, créerai, réformerai, favoriserai, garantirai, soutiendrai, défendrai, 
lutterai, reviendrai  
Topic 3 Top Words: Social Welfare  
         +LJKHVW3UREVROLGDULWpSD\VVRFLDOHMXVWLFHVRFLpWpFURLVVDQFHVHUYLFHVBSXEOLFV±XYUHIHURQV
projet  
         FREX: devoirs, ferons, pauvreté, obligatoire, âge, proposé, soutiendrons, éducatives, redéfinir, 
incompatible  
         Lift: redéfinir, incompatible, collège, ferons, soutiendrons, éducatives, devoirs, chercheurs, caisse, 
carcérale  
         Score: pauvreté, ferons, devoirs, sport, obligatoire, nature, violences, veulent, âge, relation  
Topic 4 Top Words: Social Welfare + Post-Material 
         Highest Prob: besoin, pays, société, services_publics, inégalités, vivre, monde, entreprises, 
permettre, enfants  
         FREX: concrètement, cités, proposent, quartier, besoin, âges, vivre, ensemble, nom, tôt  
         Lift: bassin, concentrent, correspondre, éducateurs, déterminante, cités, concrètement, 
approfondir, délits, écouter  
         Score: concrètement, cités, proposent, quartier, suivre, ensemble, souvent, âges, tôt, besoin  
Topic 5 Top Words: Post-Material & Law and Order 
         Highest Prob: droit, collectivités, droits, création, sécurité, favoriserons, locales, développement, 
afin, territoires  
         FREX: proposerons, favoriserons, encouragerons, développement_durable, améliorerons, 
mettrons, créerons, mondial, lancerons, organiserons  
         Lift: abrogée, assurera, lancerons, organiserons, organisés, ouvrirons, rendrons, 
_vincent_humbert, a.p.l, abaissement  
         Score: favoriserons, proposerons, améliorerons, créerons, développement_durable, mettrons, 
renforcerons, développerons, rendrons, relancerons  
Topic 6 Top Words: Economics (Globalization) 
         Highest Prob: modernisation, entreprises, pays, protection_sociale, sécurité, formation, croissance, 
libertés, droite, inégalités  
         FREX: mutation, continuer, montre, décennies, modernisation, coûts, suite, produire, train, libertés  
         Lift: assignés, attendaient, clivage, continueront, délivrer, directions, race, sélectivité, varsovie, 
mutualisation  
         Score: continuer, mutation, montre, protection_sociale, décennies, suite, entrepris, forte, 
obligatoires, déjà  
Topic 7 Top Words: Economics 
         Highest Prob: pays, recherche, développement, droite, société, situation, croissance, solidarité, 
nombre, crise  
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         FREX: dom, p.i.b, suffit, trouve, croissant, francs, front, jeu, r.f.a, réel  
         Lift: a.b.m, abandon, abandonnant, abandonnés, abandons, abattre, abm, abolies, abondamment, 
abondante  
         Score: états-unis, libéralisme, industriel, japon, gauche, souvent, productivité, convient, efforts, 
problème  
Topic 8 Top Words: Social Welfare   
         +LJKHVW3UREWHUULWRLUHVGpIHQGUHVRXWLHQ±XYUHVpFXULWpFUpDWLRQIRUPDWLRQVRFLDOMXVWLFH
européen  
         FREX: prime, outre-mer, territoires, humains, défendre, gendarmes, mondialisation, législatives, 
soutien, postes  
         Lift: accélérée, accessibles, agglomération, agressifs, agressions, aidants, aidés, ainés, ajoutent, 
alléger  
         Score: prime, humains, investir, gendarmes, mondialisation, constructive, revitalisation, 
handicapées, smic, engagerons  
Topic 9 Top Words: Valence (opponents ideology) 
         Highest Prob: droit, formation, liberté, pays, paix, création, développement, assurer, recherche, 
développer  
         FREX: f.g.d.s, gaullisme, democratie, pouvoir_absolu, contraire, gestion, internationale, régional, 
améliorer, changé  
         Lift: gaullisme, ajoute, allonger, aménager, ancestrale, anti-trust, arabes, armement, arrachés, 
assouplir  
         Score: f.g.d.s, gaullisme, democratie, pouvoir_absolu, arrachés, chauvinisme, francaise, affecter, 
recette, instaurer  
Topic 10 Top Words: Social Welfare + Economy  
         Highest Prob: droite, développement, pays, europe, démocratie, modernité, justice, priorité, 
construire, sécurité  
         FREX: modernité, libérer, tournée, vision, siècle, penser, demain, remettre, monnaie, richesse  
         Lift: confisqué, convictions, dissocier, hlm, tournée, ultra-libérale, vassalisation, vouions, abolition, 
aboutisse  
         Score: modernité, tournée, confisqué, convictions, ultra-libérale, vouions, engagerons, siècle, vrais, 
régression_sociale  
 
 
Topic quality ² PS manifestos 
 
Topic proportions ² PS manifestos (with Highest Probability words) 
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1
 We refer to agenda setting as the formal control of voting procedures, timing and screening of 
PRWLRQVDYDLODEOHWRWKHSDUW\¶VOHDGHUVKLSWKURXJKWKHSDUW\¶VRIILFLDOUXOHVHJ'|ULQJ 
2
 The PS famously discovered this the hard way as their first publically televised congress in 1990 
ZDVZLGHO\SHUFHLYHGDVDGLVDVWHUIRUWKHSDUW\¶VLPDJH 
3
 Like previous unsupervised, automated content analyses of party speeches, motions and 
manifestos, we stem the documents using the Porter stemming algorithm, remove stop words, 
convert all words to lower case, remove a number of words with no policy content, and combine a 
QXPEHURIFRQQHFWHGSKUDVHVVXFKDVSHRSOHV¶ILUVWDQGODVWQDPHVDVZHOODVFRPPRQO\XVHG
SKUDVHVVXFKDVWKH³OXWWHFRQWUHO¶H[FOXVLRQ´WRDLGWKHVXEVWDQWLYHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKHUHVXOWV 
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4
 Because these are predicted values it is possible for the predicted amount of attention to an issue to 
be less than zero in a year. 
5
 We primarily use the top ten words with the highest probability of being in a topic and the words 
that are most frequently used, but also the most exclusive (FREX) to that topic. Determining the 
content of the topics is always tricky; future analyses will explore the details of each topic in greater 
detail to validate their policy content. 
6
 Models using Huber-White corrected standard errors lead to identical conclusions with slightly 
stronger levels of significance on those variables marked as having p-values below standard levels 
of significance.  
7
 Durbin-Watson and Breusch-Godfrey tests reveal weak evidence that one or two of the topics 
exhibit first order serial auto-correlation depending on the exact the exact model specification. 
Results from OLS regression including a lagged dependent variable and Error Correction Models 
(e.g. McDonald and Best 2006) with a lagged dependent variable lead to substantively similar 
inferences (see the Online Appendix).  
8
  All tests of significance are two-tailed. + p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.  
9
 We estimate the smoothed 95% (darker bars) and 90% (lighter bars) confidence intervals from 
1000 draws of the variance-covariance matrix in Model 6.  
